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Situation theory, and channel theory in particular, have been used to provide motivational accounts of
the ternary relation semantics of relevant, substructural, and various non-classical logics. Among the
constraints imposed by channel-theory, we must posit a certain existence criterion for situations which
result from the composites of multiple channels (this is used in modeling information flow). In
associative non-classical logics, it is relatively easy to show that a certain such condition is met, but
the problem is trickier in non-associative logics. Following Tedder (2017), where it was shown that the
conjunction-conditional fragment of the logic B admits the existence of composite channels, I present
a generalised ver- sion of the previous argument, appropriate to logics with disjunction, in the
neighbourhood ternary relation semantic framework. I close by suggesting that the logic BB+(^I),
which falls between Lavers' system BB+ and B+ , satisfies the conditions for the general argument to
go through (and prove that it satisfies all but one of those conditions).
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Ammonia (NH3) emissions have large impacts on air quality and nitrogen deposition, influencing
human health and the well-being of sensitive ecosystems. Large uncertainties exist in the “bottom-up”
NH3 emission inventories due to limited source information and a historical lack of measurements,
hindering the assessment of NH3-related environmental impacts. The increasing capability of satellites
to measure NH3 abundance and the development of modeling tools enable us to better constrain NH3
emission estimates at high spatial resolution. In this study, we constrain the NH3 emission estimates
from the widely used 2011 National Emissions Inventory (2011 NEI) in the US using Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer NH3 column density measurements (IASI-NH3) gridded at a
36 km by 36 km horizontal resolution. With a hybrid inverse modeling approach, we use the
Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System (CMAQ) and its multiphase adjoint model to
optimize NH3 emission estimates in April, July, and October. Our optimized emission estimates
suggest that the total NH3 emissions are biased low by 26 % in 2011 NEI in April with overestimation
in the Midwest and underestimation in the Southern States. In July and October, the estimates from
NEI agree well with the optimized emission estimates, despite a low bias in hotspot regions.
Evaluation of the inversion performance using independent observations shows reduced

underestimation in simulated ambient NH3 concentration in all 3 months and reduced underestimation
in NH+4 wet deposition in April. Implementing the optimized NH3 emission estimates improves the
model performance in simulating PM2.5 concentration in the Midwest in April. The model results
suggest that the estimated contribution of ammonium nitrate would be biased high in a priori NEIbased assessments. The higher emission estimates in this study also imply a higher ecological impact
of nitrogen deposition originating from NH3 emissions.
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The Smart Resilience City concept is a new vision of a city as a digital platform and eco-system of
smart services where agents of people, things, documents, robots, and other entities can directly
negotiate with each other on resource demand principals providing the best possible solution. It
creates the smart environment making possible self-organization in sustainable or, when needed,
resilient way of individuals, groups and the whole system objectives.
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Let V={v1,…,vn} be a set of n points in the plane and let x∈V . An x-loop is a continuous closed curve
not containing any point of V, except of passing exactly once through the point x. We say that two xloops are non-homotopic if they cannot be transformed continuously into each other without passing
through a point of V. For n=2 , we give an upper bound 2O(k) on the maximum size of a family of
pairwise non-homotopic x-loops such that every loop has fewer than k self-intersections and any two
loops have fewer than k intersections. This result is inspired by a very recent result of Pach, Tardos,
and Tóth who proved the upper bounds 216k4 for the slightly different scenario when x∉V .
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Betweenness centrality is a centrality measure based on the overall amount of shortest paths passing
through a given vertex. A graph is betweenness-uniform if all its vertices have the same betweenness
centrality. We study the properties of betweenness-uniform graphs. In particular, we show that every
connected betweenness-uniform graph is either a cycle or a 3-connected graph. Also, we show that
betweenness uniform graphs of high maximal degree have small diameter.
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As the volume of available data in various fields keeps increasing, the importance of knowledge within
the economies around the world is increasing as well and the society is currently on its path towards
the ideals of the knowledge society. This paper presents decision support systems as tools
contributing to acquiring knowledge from data and thus to the rise of the knowledge society. Big Data
may be analyzed within decision support systems as well, if specific tools of deep learning are
exploited. We present here an overview of recent and inspiring decision support systems in various
fields (management, agriculture, or education) and contrast their principles and perspectives with
those for healthcare. Each domain is argued here to have its own specifics. We also expect a further
penetration of data analysis methods (i.e.an
„informatization“) to diverse fields, while the society or the economies do not seem sufficiently
prepared for such trends.
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We present a new paradigm for the research and development of autonomous vehicles from a

philosophical viewpoint. The approach takes the broader epistemic context into account in which the
vehicles operate and utilizes cognitive mechanisms inspired by higher-level mental processes. The
goal is to design (connected) autonomous vehicles that provably understand all traffic situations that
they can perceive and that cooperate with an informed smart road infrastructure in resolving them.
The features are seen as a cognitive attainment – the vehicle’s ability to handle traffic situations in a
way aligned with its mission, based on information about the surrounding traffic and about the past
actions of the vehicle. A key ingredient of the approach is to view an autonomous vehicle as a
cognitive cyber-physical human system endowed with so-called ‘minimal machine consciousness’, a
prerequisite of machine understanding. Its on-board sensors and the external smart road
infrastructure must provide a vehicle with the information that is sufficient to provably elicit its
understanding of the evolving traffic situations and fulfil its mission, in cooperation with other vehicles
and the smart road infrastructure. We show how the approach leads to a driving algorithm that is
arguably safe and reliable for guiding a connected autonomous vehicle to its destination. We discuss
the potential of the new paradigm to overcome the difficult issues in autonomous driving.
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In this paper, the third eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix is used to provide a lower bound on the
minimum cutsize. This result has algorithmic implications that are exploited in this paper. Besides,
combinatorial properties of certain configurations of a graph partition which are related to the
minimality of a cut are investigated. It is shown that such configurations are related to the third
eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix. It is well known that the second eigenvector encodes structural
information, and that can be used to approximate a minimum bisection. In this paper, it is shown that
the third eigenvector carries structural information as well. Then a new spectral bisection algorithm
using both eigenvectors is provided. The new algorithm is guaranteed to return a cut that is smaller or
equal to the one returned by the classic spectral bisection. Also, a spectral algorithm that can refine a
given partition and produce a smaller cut is provided.
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